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On the 13th and 14th February we look forward to welcoming 
200 delegates from across policing to our third national CPD 
event at the College of Policing in Ryton. The event provides 
essential professional development for those who hold 
strategic and operational responsibility for leading the police 
response to modern slavery and human trafficking - locally, 
regionally and nationally. 

As such it provides an opportunity for these practitioners to get 
together to share best practice, discuss challenges and to receive 
updates on the national framework within which we operate. 
Speakers include NPCC lead for Modern Slavery and Organised 
Immigration Crime Chief Constable Shaun Sawyer QPM, 
Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner Dame Sara Thornton DBE 
QPM, leading modern slavery barrister and national policy maker 
Caroline Haughey QC and Deputy Chief Crown Prosecutor Lynette 
Woodrow, who is the national slavery and trafficking lead at the 
Crown Prosecution Service. Colleagues from the National Crime 
Agency, National County Lines Coordination Centre, Cabinet  
Office and others from policing across England and Wales will also 
be presenting. 

It will also allow me to introduce Detective Supt Sheon Sturland of 
Devon & Cornwall Police. Sheon has taken over from me over as 
Commander of the Modern Slavery Police Transformation Unit and 
as lead of the NPCC Modern Slavery and OIC portfolio on behalf of 
CC Sawyer. This follows my move to the Office of the Independent 
Anti-Slavery Commissioner. With our transformation programme 
due to conclude at the end of March 2020, it is possible that this 
national event could be the last of its kind. It marks a culmination 
of our work over the last three years and the increased focus it has 
placed on modern slavery. We are all now very aware of the close 
connections between modern slavery, human trafficking and other 
forms of serious and organised crime. The inhuman and often 
brutal exploitation of children and vulnerable people now pervades 
much of the criminality we see in our towns and cities. The Modern 
Slavery Act provides additional opportunities and powers to tackle 
that crime and to protect those exploited by it. So although we are 
coming to the end of the Programme, in no sense are we winding 
down. I continue to be impressed by the range of activity the team 
has delivered in supporting the policing of modern slavery through 
this work. This is especially important now as we are working hard 
to complete the final projects planned before the end of March. 

This includes; 
• Work with colleagues from the police, NCA, CPS, GLAA, Home 

Office and regional and organised crime units to tackle perennial 
issues through the Prosecutions Oversight Group and to enable 
more police investigations to result in case referrals to the CPS. 

• Finalise and publish the last new 
items of investigative guidance, threat 
assessments, operational debriefing and 
training materials. 

• Review and update our entire library of training and guidance 
materials to ensure they accurately reflect the latest process, 
best practice and learning.

• Finalise our review of the use and operational management of 
Modern Slavery Risk and Prevention Orders, and in turn release 
our recommendations and refreshed guidance. 

• Arrange the training and technical development needed to 
support police forces in taking steps to operationalise the use of 
the PND to connect and share MSHT intelligence, promote cross 
force coordination and identify and safeguard vulnerable victims. 

• Benchmark police forces against the recently launched ‘Slavery 
& Trafficking National Policing Standards 2020’ to identify 
reoccurring themes and challenges, or further examples of best 
practice.

• Assist in identifying examples from across policing to contribute 
to the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner’s call for 
evidence on the use of the Section 45 defence. 

• Deliver a national analyst and researcher conference to share 
lessons learnt on how analytical work is being used to target 
policing activity on modern slavery. 

• Bring together PCCs to share best practice in supporting 
the survivors of modern slavery, and on the latest efforts to 
coordinate local partnership initiatives. 

Several members of our team are also supporting cross 
agency efforts to strengthen the national response to organised 
immigration crime. This follows the deaths of 39 Vietnamese 
migrants in a refrigerated lorry in Essex last October. This tragic 
event, together with the suffering of thousands of victims who 
continue to be trafficked, deceived, controlled and exploited across 
the UK, underpins our determination to do everything possible 
to stop offenders from profiting from the misery of others. We 
continue our focus on this and on the delivery of transformation 
initiatives to improve the policing response to these crimes. 

At a personal level I want to thank the team, wider policing and our 
partners who have shown continuing and exceptional commitment 
in the development of the policing response to modern slavery and 
human trafficking over the past three years. For me, this response 
is genuinely unrecognisable from when I first started investigating 
trafficking in 2013. The collective impact has been incredible and it 
has been an absolute pleasure to work with you all. 
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Shaun Sawyer, Chief Constable of Devon & 
Cornwall Police and National NPPC Lead on 
Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking

We are nearing the close of our 2017-20 transformation 
programme, where we see how the landscape of modern 
slavery and human trafficking crime continues to evolve. 
A new and primarily young British cohort of victims 
are targeted for exploitation, most frequently, in drugs 
distribution. Control methods used include the promise of 
branded clothes, trainers, drugs, drink, status, love and 
ready cash. The reality is that victims quickly find they 
become dependent on, and are intimidated by, those who 
coerce or compel them to commit criminal offences on their 
behalf.

The number of police investigations connected to human 
trafficking and forced or compulsory labour continues to grow. In 
December 2019, there were at least 1821 live operations; a 64% 
increase on a year earlier, and a more than 10 fold increase on 
the number of investigations reported when we started in early 
2017. At that time our knowledge of modern slavery was primarily 
connected to the exploitation of foreign nationals who had come 
to the UK to find a better life.

Analysing the data today we find that the largest area of growth 
in modern slavery investigations is in the exploitation of children 
and young people, which now accounts for just over a quarter 
of live operations. These victims are often made vulnerable and 
exploited when they are consciously or subliminally excluded 
from family relationships, education, social care or wider 
community inclusion. They form a part of a readily available pool 
of vulnerable people ready to be exploited by organised crime 
gangs. The business model of modern slavery involving young 
people, epitomised in so-called County Lines, is that it is based 
upon the victim being a perpetrator in crime. The result is an 
epidemic of child criminal exploitation but also criminality. 

Perversely, Section 45 of Modern Slavery Act (2015) may have 
itself worked to increase the risk of child criminal exploitation due 
to the potential immunity from prosecution it offers to victims. This 
is a complex area but I am pleased that the Independent Anti-
Slavery Commissioner and HMICFRS have called for a review 
of the use of Section 45. Additionally, the Sentencing Council 
is considering whether there should be tougher sentences for 
criminals who exploit minors in this manner. 

Meanwhile the number of investigations involving foreign 
nationals or vulnerable British adults has also continued to grow, 

albeit at a reduced 
rate. Indications are 
that the nationality 
profile of MHST 
victims may also be changing as we see a drop in the proportion 
of investigations involving potential victims from EU countries.  
However, the close links between organised immigration crime 
and slavery have become ever clearer in the light of the tragedy 
in Essex. 

The Modern Slavery Police Transformation Unit has continued 
to support intelligence sharing regionally, nationally and across 
portfolios.  Our team’s core role of identifying and promoting 
best practice in our response to victims and in the subsequent 
investigation of offences has also continued.  Policing is now far 
better equipped to understand how to tackle this form of crime 
and much has already been achieved. Working with the College 
of Policing, we continue to focus on putting that knowledge into 
consistent investigative practice in every police force.

Over recent months we have worked closely with the Home 
Office, National Crime Agency, Crown Prosecution Service, 
ROCUs and GLAA on a collaborative effort to co-ordinate 
initiatives designed to help increase the proportion of 
investigations resulting in prosecutions and convictions. The 
Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner has written to chief 
constables to seek assurances that modern slavery cases 
are considered as serious and organised crime, and that the 
appropriate resources are being allocated to investigations.

Building on our knowledge and insight, and combined with 
analysis completed by the former Prime Minister’s Modern 
Slavery Implementation Unit, the MSPTU team is currently 
finalising a report on the structures, supervision and governance 
approaches common to those forces found to be most effective 
in their response to modern slavery. Additionally, a national 
approach within the Prosecutions Oversight Group is looking to 
establish best practice to progress investigations into charges 
and court hearings. 

There is so much more that the unit has achieved. Now it is for all 
of us to remind ourselves of our own work in enabling colleagues 
within policing, wider law enforcement, partner agencies and 
NGO’s to safeguard victims, prevent others falling into slavery 
and to bring offenders to justice.

National modern slavery policing operations overview – December 2019
• At least 1821 policing operations involve modern slavery and/or human trafficking
• This represents a 64% increase on the number of live operations reported a year earlier.
• These live operations involve at least 2493 potential victims and 1789 suspects.
• Sexual exploitation is the biggest area of modern slavery exploitation under investigation.
• The number of operations identifying potential criminal exploitation saw the biggest growth over the prior year  

with an 110% increase.
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A Guide to Criminal 
Exploitation: Investigative 
Opportunities under the 
Modern Slavery Act 2015:  
This is the third comprehensive 
thematic investigation guide to have been 
published bythe MSPTU. It consolidates all 
the support information available for specialist 
investigators and others in guiding their response 
to criminal exploitation cases involving modern 
slavery and/or human trafficking. These cases 
typically involve the exploitation of victims, both 
adults and children, who are forced, coerced or 
deceived into participating in criminal activities 
for the financial benefit of others. This includes 
cannabis cultivation, theft and begging. (Guidance 
on the investigation “county lines” drugs distribution 
is not included in this guide as it is the subject of 
other products published by the National County 
Lines Coordination Centre.)

Investigating Domestic Servitude - A 
reference for law enforcement: This thematic 
investigation guide provides support and best 
practice input for those investigating cases of 
domestic servitude. These are cases where victims 
are forced, coerced or deceived into work within 
domestic households for little or no pay and who 
are either not aware of or not able to escape their 
exploitative situation.

Generic MSHT Victim Liaison Officer – Role 
Profile: Feedback from a number of police 
forces highlights the valuable role that trained 
MSHT Victim Liaison Officers can play in modern 
slavery and human trafficking investigations. This 
generic profile describes the main duties and 
responsibilities that would be expected of a role 
holder.

Analysis products: Modern Slavery Operations 
Overviews: October, November and December 
2019.
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Guidance products

The complete catalogue of guidance and information products from the MSPTU is now available to policing and law 
enforcement agencies from the Policing and Human Trafficking Group on “Knowledge Hub”.  Forces also draw on this content 
to provide information to officers and staff via their own Force intranets.
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Actions – Aide memoire: 
This guide is for police officers or police staff 
encountering people who may have been exploited or 
trafficked. The 2nd version contains new sections on the 
NRM, victim indicators and initial victim considerations.
 
Modern Slavery “First Contact Booklet”: Information, 
question prompts and notes booklet to support the 
response of frontline officers attending scenes and/or 
encountering victims of human trafficking. This updated 
edition includes additional guidance on victim response 
and safeguarding.
 
A Guide to Section 45 Modern Slavery Act 2015:  
To help policing understand this statutory defence and 
offer advice on how to respond effectively (see article 
page seven)
 
National Referral Mechanism - Video Masterclass: An 
updated video masterclass on the role played by policing 
in engaging with the National Referral Mechanism is now 
available. (see article page nine)
 
A victim’s journey – Video Masterclass: A victim 
of modern slavery describes her journey through 
exploitation and is re-united with the police officer who 
was the first to listen to her story.

   
■ Analysis of Child Criminal Exploitation .

■ Highlight best practice on the use of  
 ASWs to identify trafficking for sexual    
 exploitation.

■	 National showcase of Modern Slavery  
 dedicated units and resourcing models   
 adopted across the 43 forces.

■	 Review and recommendations on the use   
 and operational management of Modern 
 Slavery Risk and Prevention Orders.

■	 Illicit Finances thematic assessment.

■	 Op FORT debriefing
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All the investigative guidance, analytical reports and 
information products published by the Modern Slavery 
Police Transformation Unit are now published on the 
“Knowledge Hub” site.  This includes all modern slavery 
and human trafficking content previously published 
on the College of Policing POLKA information sharing 
system which has now closed.

Knowledge Hub is operated by the Police ICT Company 
which is itself funded by all Police and Crime Commissioners 
in England and Wales. The site has been specifically 
designed to support secure information sharing between 
police forces and public sector partners.  The Policing Slavery 
and Human Trafficking Group is amongst 50 specialist 
policing communities that have or will be setting up shop on 
Knowledge Hub.

As well as being easier to use and more flexible than POLKA, 
one of the big advantages of Knowledge Hub is that it can be 
accessed from any device and from any location where the 
internet is available.

What to do next

To continue to access up to date MSHT guidance materials 
and to connect to colleagues working on MSHT across UK 
law enforcement, users should follow the four simple steps 
below to register and apply for access to the new Policing 
Slavery and Human Trafficking Group on the Knowledge Hub. 

Step one – Find and register your account on 
Knowledge Hub: This is as easy as searching for 
“Knowledge Hub” on Google. Make sure you choose the one 
(because there’s a couple of sites with the same name) that 
talks about sharing information across policing – you will know 
you are on the correct site if the banner at the top is purple.  
Click on “Sign-Up” and follow the instructions.

Step two – Get set up for two 
factor authentication: Because 
the Policing Slavery and Human 
Trafficking group contains 
information that is classified as 
“official sensitive”, members of 
the group will need two factor 
authentication before they can 
access the site. It means that in addition to having a 
password, members will need a second means to verify 
that they are an authorised user. This is done by using a 
smart phone or tablet to generate a random number code 
which is entered each time users log on to the site. It’s 
similar technology to the way banks and building societies 
protect access to their on-line accounts. To get two-factor 
authentication for Knowledge Hub you’ll need to download the 
Google Authenticator App from the Apple App Store or Google 
Play. The Authenticator App is an open source product that 
can be downloaded onto either a force (if permitted) or 
personal device, whichever you are likely to have handy when 
you log-in to Knowledge Hub.

Step three – Find and apply to join the “Policing Slavery 
and Trafficking Group”: Click on the “Groups” section on 
Knowledge Hub and search of our community. As part of 
the joining instructions you’ll see a “QR code” that you will 
need to scan using the Google Authenticator App on your 
phone or tablet. This will further authorise you as a member 
of the Group and will start to generate the random numbers 
“authenticator code” you’ll need to enter each time you login. 
This can seem a bit complicated but once you’ve done it a 
few times it’s easy.

Step Four – Once you’ve 
found the Group put in the 
request to join. The Policing 
Slavery Group facilitators will 
authorise your membership 
of the Group and send you 
an invite to join.

A new place the share knowledge about  
policing slavery
Register and sign-up to Knowledge Hub to for information  
and guidance products
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A joint national prosecutions action plan has been 
developed to underpin continuing improvement in the 
quality, resources, oversight and range of methods 
committed to modern slavery and related investigations.
 
A Prosecutions Oversight Group has been led by the Modern 
Slavery Police Transformation Unit in collaboration with 
colleagues from the NCA, CPS, ROCUs, Home Office and 
GLAA. A shared goal is to coordinate actions and improve whole 
system processes that can help to support the number of police 
investigations resulting in a case referral to the CPS. The ultimate 
aim is to see a continuing increase in the number of prosecutions 
for offences under the Modern Slavery Act (2015), or alternatively, 
for the investigation of these offences to make an important 
contribution to tackling other forms of exploitative crime. 

Although MSA offences are sometimes complex to investigate 
and evidence, provisions under the Act are beneficial particularly 
in providing the grounds for the recovery and payment of 
reparation to victims. It is important that police, prosecutors and 
courts are aware of this and of the situations where pursuing 
convictions for modern slavery offences can offer an advantage. 
This is as opposed to prioritising convictions for other offences, 
where criminal exploitation and/or or human trafficking could have 
been significant factors. 

While significant increases in the numbers of modern slavery 
prosecutions may take several years to achieve, an early 
measure of success will see a greater number of  
investigations developed to a point where they can be referred 
to the Crown Prosecution Service for either Early Investigative or 
Pre-Charge advice. 

Collaboration and standards
Increasing the number of investigations that result in criminal justice outcomes

Tasks within the prosecutions actions plan are focused on the following:

Continue to grow awareness and increase confidence in the effective use of MSA 2015 legislation by investigators and 
prosecutors to achieve positive prosecution outcomes.

Ensure that investigators and prosecutors understand the National Referral Mechanism, their responsibilities to support it 
and how NRM decision making interacts with the criminal justice process.

Ensure that all relevant intelligence platforms, databases and tools are used effectively by police forces in intelligence 
development and in the investigation of modern slavery offences.

Ensure than forces have sufficient governance, oversight and scrutiny in place to encourage modern slavery investigations 
to be conducted to the highest standards, calling upon all the available guidance, advice and support available.

Ensure that all options to disrupt, reduce and deter offending involving modern slavery and human trafficking are understood 
by law enforcement agencies, are effectively deployed, monitored and enforced as appropriate, and that the outcomes are 
consistently reported.

Continue to improve and develop the methods by which training and guidance materials are made accessible to officers and 
prosecutors as part of their continual development and at point of need.

6

Slavery and Trafficking National Policing Standards – 2020
Built around the 4Ps model for tackling serious and organised crime (Prevent, Protect, Prepare, Pursue) the Modern 
Slavery Police Transformation Programme has published the first National Policing Standards on Slavery and Human 
Trafficking. The Standards are split into five key areas which together provide a route map for forces to enable an 
effective response to tackle MSHT and related crime. Development of the National Standards follows a second update 
of the national policing action plan for modern slavery which was first published in 2015. In this new format, the National 
Standards provides a tool to benchmark forces against the best practice methods and approaches established through 
the life of the transformation programme.
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Policing recognises that adults and children are being 
exploited to commit criminal offences for the financial 
benefit of gangs and crime groups. This form of modern 
slavery and human trafficking is only possible as a 
consequence of the victim’s vulnerability and the 
control exerted on them by others. Section 45 of the 
Modern Slavery Act 2015 enshrines in law the concept 
of non-prosecution of victims who commit offences as 
a direct result of their exploitation.
 
The exploitation of children and vulnerable adults in drugs 
distribution, the forced labour of “gardeners” in cannabis 
cultivation or the involvement of vulnerable people in 
organised begging, theft or shoplifting are all examples 
where Section 45 may apply. Officers investigating these 
crimes must be aware of and prepared for the potential 
that those considered initially as suspects could actually 
be victims of exploitation. Victims will often not initially be 
forthcoming with information as they may not realise they 
have been exploited or alternatively could be too afraid.
 
When investigating offences such as or street level drug 
dealing or cannabis cultivation, officers may find that 
a Section 45 defence can be raised at any point in the 
investigation. This can be even as late as the trial stage, 
so there’s a need to establish as soon as possible whether 
the suspect in one crime could in fact the victim of another. 
(It should be noted however that Schedule Four of the Act 
also lists a series of offences where a Section 45 defence is 
not available. These are generally serious violent or sexual 
offences or crimes where another victim is involved).
 
Where an investigator believes that an individual may be a 
victim of slavery or trafficking this line of enquiry should be 
actively investigated and safeguarding measures should be 
implemented. The sharing of information with partners about 
the potential victim is also critical, especially in relation to 
children. Many officers who uncover slavery or trafficking 
in their investigation are often unfamiliar with the subject. 
It is important to seek advice from those who have subject 
matter expertise who can assist officers with identifying 
the necessary lines of enquiry in their particular case.   An 
updated version of the Section 45 Guidance (Jan 2020) 
from the MSPTU is also now available on Knowledge Hub. 
As in earlier editions it explains the background to Section 
45 and provides advice on how to establish whether a 
person may be a victim of exploitation, slavery or trafficking. 
Of greatest importance is that investigators should not wait 
until Section 45 is raised before considering whether an 
individual is a victim of slavery or trafficking. The potential 
that the individual may be a victim of exploitation should be 
considered at all stages of the evidence gathering process 
and the possibility of the defence pre-empted from the very 
beginning of an investigation.

Statutory Defence – MSA “Section 45”
Looking out for victims who commit crime as a result of their exploitation

A video from the Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Unit at 
Derbyshire Police provides advice and guidance to police officers 
on the background to, and application of, Section 45. The video 
also available on Knowledge Hub and the Modern Slavery Police 
Transformation Programme website.

Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner call for evidence 
on use of Section 45:  Dame Sara Thornton, has launched a 
call for written evidence from anyone with practical experience 
and knowledge of cases involving use of the Modern Slavery 
Act’s Section 45 statutory defence. Dame Sara is keen to work 
with criminal justice agencies to gain a better understanding 
of how the Section 45 statutory defence is being used in 
practice. She is particularly interested in gathering real world 
experience of where defendants who could use this defence 
are failing to, and conversely in situations where use of the 
defence is being abused.  Contributors can email the Office 
of the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner at: iasc@iasc.
independent.gov.uk with the title ‘Call for Evidence: Section 45’. 
Police are requested to copy submissions to modern.slavery@
devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk to help the MSPTU identify and 
fill gaps in the evidence base.

HMICFRS highlights use of Section 45 in inspection of 
“County Lines” offending: Following an inspection of the 
policing response to vulnerable people and children involved in 
“County Lines” offending, the HMICFRS recommended in January 
2020 that a detailed review of cases involving this defence 
under Section 45(1) of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 should be 
undertaken to establish whether there is sufficient justification to 
amend the law. The inspection found that police forces reported 
the use of the section 45 defence to be increasing in “County 
Lines” cases and there were concerns that the availability of the 
defence may perversely be increasing the risk of exploitation. 
There were also strong views expressed by police and the  
Crown Prosecution Service that once it has been raised, the 
defence can be very difficult to disprove, even when there was 
evidence of a suspect’s willing involvement in drug distribution. 
Meanwhile, police forces continue to be required to follow 
the current guidance described from the MSPTU and Crown 
Prosecution Service.
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National Referral Mechanism update
Referring victims, and those who claim to be victims, into the NRM

The Modern Slavery Act 2015 places a duty on police officers (together with other “First Responders”) to notify the 
Home Office where there are reasonable grounds to believe that a person may be a victim modern slavery or human 
trafficking.  The National Referral Mechanism is at the core of this process for identifying victims and for ensuring they 
receive appropriate help.

The Modern Slavery Police Transformation Unit continues to support the Home Office and the recently established Single 
Competent Authority (SCA) in implementing a series of reforms to the NRM process. Of these, the most visible to policing so far 
is the implementation of a new digital process for submitting NRM referrals (on behalf children, adults who consent to entering 
the NRM, or alternatively for submitting a DTN notice where an adult declines to give their consent to enter the NRM process).

A new single digital on-line 
process is now the preferred 
means of making these referrals 
to the SCA. The on-line form (at 
https://www.modernslavery.gov.
uk/start) guides police officers 
and other first responders 
through the process. Where an 
NRM referral is made, the SCA 
is then responsible for deciding 
whether or not there are 
reasonable grounds to decide 
whether a person is considered 
to be a victim of modern 
slavery. This decision is based 
on the information supplied on 
the form.   
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Referring victims, and those who claim to be victims, into the NRM 
 
The Modern Slavery Act 2015 places a duty on police officers (together with other “First 
Responders”) to notify the Home Office where there are reasonable grounds to believe that a 
person may be a victim modern slavery or human trafficking.  The National Referral Mechanism is at 
the core of this process for identifying victims and for ensuring they receive appropriate help. 
 
The Modern Slavery Police Transformation Unit continues to support the Home Office and the 
recently established Single Competent Authority (SCA) in implementing a series of reforms to the 
NRM process across policing. Of these, the most visible so far is the implementation of a new digital 
process for submitting NRM referrals on behalf children or adults who consent to entering the NRM, 
or alternatively for submitting a DTN notice where an adult declines to give their consent to enter 
the NRM process. 
 
A new single digital on-line process is now the preferred means of making all these referrals to the 
SCA. The on-line form (at https://www.modernslavery.gov.uk/start) guides police officers and 
other first responders through the process. Where an NRM referral is made, SCA is then responsible 
for deciding whether or not there are reasonable grounds to decide whether a person is considered 
to be a victim of modern slavery. This decision is based on the information supplied on the form.  So 
the detail and accuracy of the information supplier is vital.  
 

 
 

If in doubt police officers should contact the NCA’s Modern Slavery Tactical 
Advice Team, their own Force Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking SPOC  

or their ROCU Regional Modern Slavery Coordinator for advice.

If you think you have identified a victim: 
The expectation is that where a police officer or other first responder 
thinks they have encountered a person who has been a victim of a modern 
slavery offence in England or Wales, they should submit information using 
the NRM/ duty to notify process and the recently introduced digital form.  
Where the First Responder is a police officer, the incident should also be 
immediately recorded as a modern slavery crime against the identified 
victim, whether or not that victim has consented to enter the NRM.

If someone claims they are a victim: 
Where police officers encounter a person who claims to be a victim of a 
modern slavery offence in England or Wales, a NRM referral should also 
be made unless there is significant credible evidence to the contrary. A 
modern slavery crime should also be recorded.  This includes situations 
where a person may be believed to have participated in a criminal offence 
and could be making a claim to be a victim as part of their defence.  If an 
NRM submission is not made in this situation, evidence must be recorded 
that shows beyond all reasonable doubt that the person in question is not 
a victim of slavery or trafficking.

A video masterclass on the 
NRM process and how it works, 
including contributions from Chief 
Constable Shaun Sawyer and Head 
of the Single Competent Authority 
Alice Matthews, has recently been 
published to provide guidance (See 
article page nine).
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The video has been developed with the support and 
involvement of the Home Office and other partners.  
It describes the role of police as modern slavery “First 
Responders” and the expectations placed on them to 
safeguard victims and support the delivery of the  
NRM process.
 
Introducing the video, Chief Constable Shaun Sawyer, the 
NPCC National Lead for Modern Slavery, emphasises how 
important the information submitted on the NRM form is for 
those who’ve been subject to trafficking and exploitation. 
Detail and accuracy are vital as Mr Sawyer describes the 
NRM as providing a “lifeline to victims” who are likely to  
be significantly traumatised and vulnerable as a result of 
their exploitation.
 
The video provides guidance on a range of topics including: 
how to assess whether and when to complete an NRM 
submission; the support available centrally from NCA’s 
modern slavery Tactical Advisors in making key decisions; 
how to overcome the difficulties that victims can face in 
engaging in the process; when to involve and invite input 
from other agencies particularly when dealing with child 
victims; the need for the consent of adult victims and what to 
do when an adult is either unable or unwilling to consent to 
being entered into the NRM.
 

Further sections in the video also describe:
• The role of the Salvation Army in providing victim 

support and the range of services available, including 
emergency support.

• The role of the Single Competent Authority in making 
the initial “Reasonable Grounds” and subsequent 
“Conclusive Grounds” decisions and what they mean. 

• What a “good NRM submission” looks like and in 
particular, the expectations on first responders in 
providing detailed and accurate information - both as 
part of the initial NRM submission and in  
further updates.

• The importance of keeping the Single Competent 
Authority up to date with any new information in the 
case, or of any changes in OIC contacts.

• How officers must be aware of, and look for, the signs 
and indicators that someone could be a victim of 
modern slavery, and for considering the potential that an 
NRM submission and/or Section 45 defence could  
be relevant.

Contributions to the video are also made by Paul Connop of 
the NCA’s Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Tactical 
Advice Team, Lorraine Chalmers of the Salvation Army, 
Head of the Home Office Single Competent Authority Alice 
Matthews and SCA technical specialist Matthew Moss.  A 
modern slavery survivor also describes how her initial 
contact with police was a key to building trust and to her own 
recovery from exploitation.

National Referral Mechanism
A new video describing the NRM is now available for police and law 
enforcement.

“The National Referral 
Mechanism provides 
a lifeline for victims. 
Detail and accuracy 
are vital in submitting 
information”
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Crime recording systems 
offer initial guidance with 
MSHT investigators checklist 

A practical reminder of the initial actions to be 
considered by officers embarking on MSHT 
investigations can now be embedded into 
force crime recording systems. It builds on 
a Metropolitan Police idea to automatically 
include an “investigators checklist” as part of 
the case allocation of newly generated MSHT 
crime reports. The checklist includes a series of 
suggested actions and topics for investigators to 
consider as well as signposting support materials. 
The Modern Slavery Police Transformation Unit 
has supported this initiative by circulating an 
updated version of the checklist to all force crime 
registrars, and to other force and ROCU MSHT 
contacts.  

MSPTU Unit Commander, Supt Sheon Sturland 
said; “While police forces operate a variety 
of crime recording systems, this innovative 
approach acts as a timely and consistent 
reminder of the initial actions that investigators 
and supervisors will want to think about in 
connection with their MSHT cases”.

No
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N200 process captures all MSHT 
incidents handled by police

The Home Office Crime Recording modern slavery incident reporting 
process (N200) came into force nationally on the 1st April 2019. The 
MSPTU worked with Home Office crime registrars to develop the  
process which was created to record ALL potential modern slavery 
incidents reported to police in England and Wales. This includes those 
cases where NRM referrals were initiated by third parties, where 
offences may have been committed abroad and where cases await  
SCA decision-making. 

Over the last year forces have implemented the N200 process within 
their own systems.  Here’s a reminder of reporting categories within 
N200 and a flow chart to show how it works.

There are six national HOCR N200 classifications. 
• N200/01 reported incident/NRM referral - Pending reasonable 

grounds decision.
• N200/02 – reported incident/NRM referral - Negative reasonable 

grounds decision.
• N200/03 – reported incident/NRM referral - Duty to notify only.
• N200/04 – reported incident/NRM referral – Positive reasonable 

grounds/Police Referral – Outside England and Wales.
• N200/05 – reported incident/NRM referral – Negative reasonable 

grounds/third party referral - Outside England/Wales.
• N200/06 – reported incident/NRM referral – transferred to another 

force in England and Wales.

Crime recording, reporting and investigative 
reminders
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Victim Support
Initial safeguarding actions 
Victims of modern slavery and human trafficking are 
vulnerable and are likely to be traumatised, fragile and 
possible physically harmed as result of their experience 
of exploitation. Communication can be difficult as 
some victims may not speak English well, they may be 
dependent on drugs or alcohol, there may be mental health 
considerations and victims can also be distrustful of police.

A first priority is to ensure that potential victims are safe, 
secure and that their basic well-being needs are met. 
Remember that although victims may have presented 
themselves to police or have been identified at a scene of 
exploitation, the perpetrators of that exploitation may still offer 
a continuing threat that victims can be extremely fearful of. 
Even so some victims may find it easier to return to a situation 
of exploitation as something they know and may have come to 
depend on. That’s why building trust with victims is a  
key priority.

Establishing a good relationship is crucial, both in being able 
to help victims and in recognising that they could provide 
vital information about other victims and/or the perpetrators. 
No matter how challenging a victim may be to work with in 
the early days, it is important to invest time to support them. 
Specific training on how to work with modern slavery victims 
will soon be availalble to police forces (see article on victim 
liaison officer training on page 12).

Pre-NRM safeguarding

An initial challenge for police officers is that while the National 
Referral Mechanism (NRM) provides a range of support 
services for those identified as victims, this support won’t be 
available for up to five days until an NRM referral has been 
submitted and a “Reasonable Grounds” decision made. Until 
then it is a police responsibility to ensure that a potential 
victim’s immediate safeguarding needs are met.

Police forces provide their officers with accessible guidance on 
the support services available to help MSHT victims dependant 
the on the arrangements that have been put in place locally. A 
tailored version of the Modern Slavery “First Contact” booklet 
may include these details together with step by step guidance 
on the safeguarding actions to be taken.

In some forces areas specific services have been put in place 
to support potential modern slavery victims in the pre-NRM 
phase, including the provision of facilities at safeguarding hubs 
or at modern slavery safe houses. There are also different 
multi-agency processes and/or decision making teams in place 
at force level to provide advice and support on victim welfare 
arrangements. Whatever support is provided in each case, it is 
important that a record is made of welfare services or related 
items provided to the victim.

Initial safeguarding actions: For more information contact your Force’s modern slavery tactical SPOC or check on your Force’s 
intranet for help. Guidance is also available on the Policing Slavery Group on Knowledge Hub.

Medical care – Ensure the potential victim’s immediate medical needs are attended to including any special medical conditions 
or for dependencies on alcohol, tobacco or drugs.

Child or vulnerable adult – Contact social services where you believe the victim to be a child (under 18 years) or   
vulnerable adult.

Housing/accommodation – Make sure the victim has access to safe and secure place to stay. Local Authorities are obliged 
to provide support and guidance dependent on the situation and/or emergency accommodation may also be available from the 
Salvation Army.

Provisions – Provide access to basic provisions including food, clothing and toiletries. Local arrangements will be in   
place to support this.

Communication/Translation – A reliable means of communication must be established with the victim. If   
translation is required use an independent translation service or try translation apps.

Maintaining contact – Ensure you have a means of contacting the victim and that they know how to contact the   
police if needed.

Advice and support – Ensure the victim is provided with access to advice and support services available in your   
area that are appropriate to their needs or situation.

An updated 
version of 
the Modern 
Slavery First 
Contact 
Booklet 
provides 
advice on the 
initial actions 
needed to 
safeguard 
victims

OFFICIAL - SENSITIVE OFFICIAL - SENSITIVE

Incident details

Location:

Date / Time:

Storm / Crime No:

Officer Completing: 
Rank/Number/Station

Be professionally curious, ask questions if you feel something is not right.

The aim of this booklet is to provide officers with a single place to  
record all necessary information in relation to a potential victim of 
 modern slavery or trafficking.

This booklet should be used in conjunction with the ‘Modern Slavery Initial 
Actions - A Guide for the Frontline’ which is appended to this booklet or 
available on the Modern Slavery intranet site. 

Modern Slavery 
First Contact Booklet
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The debriefing of MSHT cases has shown how valuable it 
is to gain the early trust and involvement of victims in any 
slavery or trafficking investigation.  However responding 
to the varied and complex needs of vulnerable victims 
soon after their discovery can be a challenge for police 
officers on regular duty.  In response several forces 
have nominated selected officers to undergo specific 
MSHT VLO training. Having trained MSHT VLOs available 
frees-up investigative teams to pursue leads in the case 
while the VLOs can focus primarily on understanding and 
supporting the victim.

MSPTU Training Co-ordinator Paul Carroll has developed 
a core two day MSHT VLO development course based on 
earlier work by Greater Manchester Police. He explains; 
“In GMP over 130 frontline officers have been trained in 
the MSHT VLO role to provide a single point of contact for 
victims. That dedicated VLO contact helps to build trust 
with each victim identified with appropriate follow-
up support facilitated by someone who understands 
vulnerability to MSHT and how to rapidly access the 
services available.  As well as helping the victim, 
the VLO approach also helps police by providing 
investigative teams with the best chance to gain further 
information about other victims or about offenders and 
their ways of working”, added Paul. 

The responsibilities and expectations of the MSHT VLO 
role have been documented and are now available 
from the Policing Slavery and Human Trafficking 
Group document library on Knowledge Hub. Following 
a pilot of an updated VLO training course run by 
Northamptonshire Police at the end of January 2020, 
the complete set of MSHT VLO training materials 
will also soon be available to police forces, again via 
Knowledge Hub.

Adds Paul Carroll, “Once we have piloted the updated MSHT 
VLO course any amendments will be turned around quickly 
to make the materials available to all forces during February. 
Having said that, the exact design of the way the VLO role 
works and the services available to them will vary force by 
force. So while having a standard training package available 
will be a great help, there will still be a need to localise the 
concept to operate within each force’s policy 
and process”. 

As the Modern Slavery Police Transformation is due to close 
at the end of March 2020 it is not at this stage known whether 
the delivery of MSHT VLO training or train the trainer events 
will be centrally supported.  For information contact the 
programme team.

Post NRM referral contact with staff and victims at MSHT safe houses

Once a victim has been accepted into the NRM process they can be accommodated at a network of safe houses 
operated by the Salvation Army (or its sub-contractors) under the Home Office Victim Care Contract. Some investigating 
officers have raised queries with the Single Competent Authority about the location of safe houses where victims are 
accommodated and have had occasional difficulties contacting staff who manage these facilities.

Please note that information about where victims are staying is held by the Salvation Army and not the Single 
Competent Authority. 

Requests to locate and contact identified clients should in the first instance be made to the Salvation Army by email to: 
mst@salvationarmy.org.uk. Support workers at these locations can make this connection to a victim with the agreement 
of the client involved. The only exception would be if the police had a warrant for the client’s arrest or have evidence of a 
serious safeguarding risk to the client at their current location.

It has also been reported that police forces have sometimes had difficulties contacting staff at safe houses. If this is the 
case contact your regional MSHT coordinator who will be able to give advice and escalate issues as appropriate. Regional 
coordinators now have a specific channel into the Home Office to raise such issues.

MSHT Victim Liaison Officer – Support available 

Northants officers have now received specialist training on how to support 
slavery and trafficking victims
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Derbyshire, Bedfordshire and North Wales police are 
the latest forces to successfully start using Slavery and 
Trafficking Risk Orders (STRO) to disrupt potential MSHT 
offenders and protect victims from exploitation and 
trafficking. Approaching 50 STROs are currently in place  
in England and Wales while initiatives by ROCUs to  
actively promote the use of risk orders have seen recent 
successes.

Slavery and Trafficking Risk Orders can be made by a 
Magistrates Court in respect of an individual who has not been 
convicted of a slavery or trafficking offence. The Court must 
be satisfied that there is a risk that the subject of an order may 
commit a slavery or human trafficking offence and that the STRO 
is necessary to protect against the risk of harm caused by that 
person committing the offence. 

STROs place restrictions on those who are thought likely to 
exploit victims and commit MSHT trafficking offences. Crucially 
no associated criminal conviction is required to underpin 
an STRO which police can secure through a free-standing 
application to a Magistrates Court. The restrictions set can 
include anything that police feel is necessary to protect the public 
from harm. Breach of STRO restrictions can result in a conviction 
and custodial sentence of up to five years.

Police forces use STROs to protect victims while investigations 
into modern slavery offences continue. They can also be used to 
set restrictions on individuals who pose a risk of offending even 
in cases where a conviction is not achieved. 

The duration of the restrictions set by a STRO can be open-
ended or set for a specific amount of time with a minimum of two 
years. This is with the exception of the prohibition of travel which 
must be set for a fixed period of no more than five years.

Examples of STRO restrictions:
The type of restrictions that can be identified in a Slavery and 
Trafficking Risk Order are varied and wide-ranging.  Examples 
include restrictions being placed on; 

• facilitating travel and/or accommodation for anyone on other 
than family; 

• having contact with victims and/or other suspects; 
• setting up banks accounts and/or credit cards for other 

people; 
• ensuring the payment of national minimum wage to workers;
• advertising for, recruiting or employing staff; 
• transporting workers; 
• advertising on websites promoting sexual services; 
• use of certain types of social media; 

• opening or holding of multiple bank accounts; 
• possession of identity or similar documents other than from 

self and family; 
• owning more than one mobile phone; 
• visiting specific countries, places or locations; 
• carrying cash greater than the value prescribed.

Slavery and Trafficking Risk Orders (STRO)
More forces use STROs to disrupt MSHT offending and protect victims.

“Risk orders are effective powers in our arsenal to disrupt those suspected of being involved 
in organised crime. They give law enforcement more teeth in terms of preventing human 
trafficking from taking place while we investigate a potential criminal case in greater detail”.
Bedfordshire Police

“The orders are a means to prevent crime 
and safeguard potential victims from being 
exploited. I hope it sends a message to 
witnesses or victims who may feel nervous or 
afraid and that it gives them the courage 
to speak out and ask for help.”
Derbyshire Police

No conviction is needed to secure a STRO.  It is 
an effective way to set a range of restrictions on 
suspected offenders in the period before a Modern 
Slavery Act conviction is secured.

STROs were devised primarily as a safeguarding 
tool during investigation.  However, risk orders also 
offer a means of protecting victims through the 
prevention of offences connected to exploitation, 
modern slavery and human trafficking, even when a 
main conviction is not present.

To grant a STRO, a magistrate must be satisfied 
that there is a genuine risk that the individual 
named in the application could go on to commit a 
Modern Slavery Act offence. Police must be able to 
show that the behaviour and/or actions that gave 
rise to the application being submitted are likely to 
have taken place and/or could do so again. Victims 
are not however required to give evidence as their 
testimony can be submitted as hearsay. Hearings 
are normally completed in one sitting lasting an 
afternoon.

There are no borders on where STROs are set so 
the conditions set apply internationally. 

Police forces are responsible for monitoring and 
policing any potential breach of the risk orders once 
they have been secured.

What is special about STROs?
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Promoting the use of Slavery and Trafficking Risk Orders

In February 2019, the Eastern Regional Serious and Organised 
Crime Unit successfully organised a conference for local forces 
to discuss the opportunities that the use of STROs offer forces in 
tackling modern slavery.  The event was organised by Regional 
Coordinator Gary Atkinson who wanted to go beyond simply 
raising awareness of STROs by walking through the practical 
details of how to apply for and get an order put in place.

Since the event forces in the Eastern region have put in place 
more than six new STROs designed to protect victims and 
disrupt offending in connection with investigations that were 
already underway.

Fact file – Risk and Preventions Orders 

• Slavery and Trafficking Prevention Orders: These are 
similar to STROs with the difference being that STPOs are 
most often placed on offenders following their conviction for 
Modern Slavery offences at a criminal court.  Prosecutors 
and police may apply for, or judges may impose an STPO 
where there is a risk that a defendant may continue to 
offend on completion of their sentence.

• Free standing STPOs: A free-standing STPO can also 
be sought by police on applications to a Magistrates Court 
where an individual had been previously convicted or 
cautioned for a MSHT offence, either in the UK or for an 
equivalent offence abroad.

• STROs and STPOs were introduced from July 2015 as part 
of the Modern Slavery Act (2015).

• West Midlands Police was the first force to achieve a 
conviction of an offender in breach of conditions set by a 
Slavery ad Trafficking Risk Order. Within three weeks of the 
order being obtained in July 2016, the offender was found to 
be in breach of the order having been found to be in control 
of banking documentation relating to three other individuals. 

Further information:

• Top ten tips on STROs and STPOs (2017):  Suggestions 
from MSPTU on how to use STROs and STPOs to protect 
victims, and prevent crime by restricting the activities of 
potential offenders. Available on Knowledge Hub.

• Review of the effectiveness of STROs and STPOs (2017): 
A joint Home Office and MSPTU on the early use of STROs 
and STPOs. Available on Knowledge Hub.

• Guidance on STPOs and STROs under Part Two of the 
Modern Slavery Act (2015): Information from the Home 
Office on the purpose of STPOs and STROs and how to 
apply for them.

“This order seeks to reassure the public that we will continue to take action against those 
who engage in this type of criminal activity”
North Wales Police

 

Avon & Somerset Police has used STROs to 
restrict the activities of a man suspected of 
exploiting workers in a Bristol catering 
business.  
 
 
The owners of several nail bars employing 
Vietnamese workers in Somerset and 
Wiltshire have been restricted by STROs 
issued by Avon & Somerset Police and 
Wiltshire Police. 
 
 
North Wales Police has used two separate 
STROs to restrict the activities of a man 
suspected of organising human trafficking and 
running a brothel at a caravan site and of 
another woman who admitted running a 
brothel at a caravan site. 
 
 
Bedfordshire Police has used an STRO to 
impose travel restrictions on a man 
suspecting of organising labour exploitation. 
The man was subsequently charges of breach 
of a restriction on international travel. 
 
 
Derbyshire Police has used an STRO to restrict 
the activities of a couple suspecting of 
bringing potential victims into the country of 
the purposes of labour exploitation. 
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Recent examples of STROs in practice:
Avon & Somerset Police has used STROs to restrict the activities of a man suspected 
of exploiting workers in a Bristol catering business. 

The owners of several nail bars employing Vietnamese workers in Somerset and 
Wiltshire have been restricted by STROs issued by Avon & Somerset Police and 
Wiltshire Police.

North Wales Police has used two separate STROs to restrict the activities of a man 
suspected of organising human trafficking and running a brothel at a caravan site and 
of another woman who admitted running a brothel at a caravan site.

Bedfordshire Police has used a STRO to impose travel restrictions on a man 
suspecting of organising labour exploitation. The man was subsequently charged for 
breach of a restriction on international travel.

Derbyshire Police has used an STRO to restrict the activities of a couple suspected of 
bringing potential victims into the country of the purposes of labour exploitation.

“You can keep talking about STROs until you are blue in 
the face but what our forces needed was practical help 
from experienced practitioners who had successfully 
used STROs in other parts of the country”, said Gary. “So 
we were delighted that investigators and force lawyers 
from several other forces responded to our request to 
come along and go step by step through what we need to 
make better use of these orders”, 
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It is a shared ambition that police forces will soon be 
able to access national operational data about modern 
slavery, human trafficking and county lines investigations 
via the Police National Database (PND).  But before the 
data can be shared, it must be entered into PND through 
an accurate and high quality process to be adopted 
consistently by forces across England and Wales.  This 
is the focus of the modern slavery and county lines PND 
Direct Data Entry project.

To support the process, police forces are being asked to 
identify a new national network of data and intelligence 
analysts, and other staff, who are to be trained by the College 
of Policing on how to submit and maintain the modern slavery 
and county lines data sets within PND.

The business models connected to these crimes frequently 
involve offenders and victims moving across force and ROCU 
boundaries. So it is vitally important that investigators, when 
looking at local cases, can see where offenders and potential 
victims might have previously been identified in investigations 
in other parts of the country. 

Connecting the activities of potential offenders this way can 
generate significant new leads to related and other forms of 
criminality. There may also be more opportunities presented 
to better identify and safeguard victims who are frequently 
moved and subjected to exploitation in different locations.

As the individual NPCC portfolio leads for Modern Slavery, 
County Lines and PND, Chief Constable Shaun Sawyer, 
Deputy Assistant Commissioner Graham McNulty and Chief 
Constable Amanda Blakeman have jointly written to Chief 
Constables to advise them of progress of the PND Direct Data 
Entry project and to request their support for the initiative. 
The aim is that from June 2020 or soon after, all forces in 
England and Wales will be expected to directly enter their own 
modern slavery and county lines operational data onto PND. 

In preparation, College of Policing 
is arranging training for up to 200 
analysts and others with the skills 
needed to directly enter local force 
data onto PND.  Up to 20 sessions will 
be held at Ryton with 10 participants 
at each event. The aim is that each 
force will have at least two people 
trained in how to enter and maintain modern slavery and 
county lines investigative data.  Training dates in April and 
May are due to be confirmed shortly.

“Towards the end of the 2019 
we began adding modern 
slavery operational data 
onto PND and immediately 
saw results in the number of 
leads generated and in our 
ability to identify connections 
in the various investigations 
being conducted across 
the country“, said Inspector 
Earl Napier who is leading 
the coordination of the PND 
Direct Data Entry project on behalf of the Modern Slavery 
Police Transformation Programme.

“Integrating this intelligence capability within PND rather 
than have it sitting on local spreadsheets makes total sense. 
However, it is vital that all police forces support the project 
consistently in terms of the resources and the quality of data 
they provide to the project.

“If we get this right this has the potential to have a 
transformational effect on the way police forces work together 
to track investigations and protect the victims of modern 
slavery and county lines offending”, added Inspector Napier.

National PND data entry teams will support sharing 
of modern slavery and county lines operational data.

Background: Since 2017, the Modern Slavery Policing Insight Team has worked with police forces and ROCUs to gather 
information about MSHT related investigations. The information has been collected via individual monthly data submissions made 
by each police force and ROCU, which are then validated and prepared for national analysis by the MPSTU Insight Team. The 
data, which includes details of exploitation types together with information about victims and offenders, provides the foundation for 
the national MSHT threat assessment.

Once the Modern Slavery Police Transformation Programme closes in March 2020, it is anticipated that this national data 
gathering process will move into the PND environment as police forces directly enter their own operational information in 
connection to modern slavery investigations. Final implementation dates have yet to be confirmed although it is hoped 
that entering the data directly through a nationally consistent process will be quicker and more efficient, as there will be no 
requirement or delay with the national teams needing to validate or re-format the information provided, currently on spreadsheets.
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Talking to practitioners – Investigating 
the exploitation of vulnerable workers

Op FORT and Op DOUBRAVA are two examples of modern 
slavery investigations that captured professional and 
public attention last year. Both featured investigations into 
large scale organised labour exploitation of vulnerable 
workers brought to the UK from Eastern Europe.

Op FORT, the largest modern slavery investigation and trial of 
its kind to date featured on national TV in a BBC Panorama 
documentary called “The Hunt for Britain’s Slave Gangs”.  
The SIO in the case, T/Supt Nick Dale, has since 
been posted to support the Independent Antislavery 
Commissioner’s office. He, together with Detective Constable 
Mike Wright, Barrister Caroline Haughey and other colleagues 
contributed to the Panorama documentary.

Meanwhile Op DOUBRAVA was recognised with an award from 
the Police Federation’s National Detectives’ Forum. Detective 
Inspector Carl Chetwyn accepted the award on behalf of the 
Derbyshire Police Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Unit 
which he leads. With Detective Superintendent Rick Alton and 
other colleagues from the Force, Carl features in a Derbyshire 
Police video about the case.

What do the members of these modern 
slavery investigation teams say about the 
experience?

Nick Dale: Our experience of working on Op FORT revealed 
the sheer volume of this criminality within our communities. 
It suggests you could multiply by several times the official 
estimates of those potentially exploited through modern slavery.
 
The investigation team has seen first-hand the profound effect 
that exploitation has on the victims of this crime. Helping these 
victims is the sort of thing you join the police for.It showed us 
that this is a crime in plain sight. There are people whose next 
door neighbours could be victims of human trafficking. There 
are people who’ll have their cars washed by the victims of 
human trafficking. There are parcels being delivered where 
the parcel depots could be staffed by the victims of human 

trafficking. It is everywhere. The 
reality is that we are probably all 
touching or receiving something that 
is connected to victims of human 
trafficking every day. 

Rick Alton: Working in modern 
slavery over the last eighteen months 
has really opened my eyes as to 
how vulnerable the victims are. They 
are embedded in our communities. 
They are trafficked in from all over 
the place, from across Europe 
and the World.  They hardly speak 
English.  They are highly vulnerable.  
There is no way out because of their 
vulnerabilities.

In our investigation the exploited 
workers were out there packing 
salad, packing food, processing 
chicken, packing flowers working six 
or seven days a week with minimum 
12 hours days. But there was minimal 
pay and no pleasure in their lives – 
unlike the gangs who exploited them.  
As consumers this is something we 
need to think about. 

How did the call about 
your case come in -  
and what did you  
initially find?

Carl Chetwyn: What became Op 
DOUBRAVA initially came in as a 
suspected domestic abuse case but it quickly became clear 
that there was more that needed to be done.  Going from that 
first “999” call led the neighbourhood team to find groups of 
Latvian males and some females living in cramped conditions; 
three, four and five to a bedroom and in multiple addresses. 
From the start you could sense something wasn’t quite right. 
People were living in appalling conditions and it soon became 
clear that there was some kind of exploitation going on. The 
more we looked at it the more we found. You couldn’t help but 
wonder how complex this was going to be and whether we’d 
have we got the resources to deal with it.

Nick Dale: An anti-slavery charity in the Midlands advised us 
that a number of foreign nationals were turning up desperate 
for food at a church soup kitchen. The suspicion of one of 
the charity workers was that these could be victims of human 
trafficking.

Rick Alton

Nick Dale

Carl Chetwyn

Survivor: People need to know that in the 21st Century people 
can be used for money and treated like animals

Mike Wright
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Looking further what they found was 14 to 15 people living 
in one house. The electricity had been disconnected. The 
gas had been disconnected. There were no carpets on the 
floor. And this was in January. When we interviewed these 
people they were all telling the same stories of exploitation, 
entrapment and threats of violence. 

Were the victims specifically targeted?

Carl Chetwyn:  Serious alcohol abuse, homelessness, 
unemployment and living on the streets; these were all common 
factors in the victims we found. All had severe vulnerabilities. 
They were recruited and trafficked into the UK on the promise 
a better life. They were deceived into coming here only to be 
housed in filthy cramped conditions and made to work long-
hours to see very little of what they were promised. What they 
got was just enough for a basic existence. 

Mike Wright: The slavers picked their targets carefully.  
They were desperate, with drug or alcohol problems, others 
who were the run from law enforcement, and the homeless. 
Recruitment would take place in Polish towns where vulnerable 
people would gather. Train stations, bus stations, homeless 
shelters, large shopping centres; an Ideal hunting ground for 
the traffickers. Then, once a victim was hooked with the idea of 
coming to the UK their transport here was organised quickly. 

Victims were brought into the country by coach and housed 
close to where the traffickers were themselves living. Road 
links to other parts of the country were nearby providing easy 
access to London and South Wales where the victims were 
found work in legitimate and well known businesses.

There was also lots of affordable housing available locally were 
10-12 victims could be housed at a total cost of about £500 a 
month. So it meant that that everything the traffickers needed 
was right on their doorstep. 

Typically our victims didn’t necessarily believe that the streets 
are paved with gold but they would be looking forward to a 
better standard of living. A job they could work at and earn 
decent wage.  

 They wouldn’t have been expecting much but they would 
have expected to have been treated fairly.  But that’s not 

what happened. They were promised free travel, free 
accommodation and £300 a week.  The reality was very 
different. They were paid very little a charged for everything.  
They soon became deep in debt to their captors.

Why wouldn’t a victim just leave their 
situation?

Rick Alton: For us it’s hard to imagine. You have to remember 
they hardly speak English. They are highly vulnerable. There 
is no way out because of their vulnerabilities. They can 
become dependent on the traffickers simply for shelter or the 
supply of drink or drugs. Often they don’t know any better.  
Their families were also often threatened back home. They 
can feel helpless as if they have nowhere to turn.

Nick Dale: Victims don’t know their surroundings. They don’t 
speak the language. They might be told if you leave the police 
will pick you up, beat you up and deport you. Because the 
victims don’t know any better they will believe their traffickers. 
That’s the isolation phase.

Once psychological control is established the traffickers 
ratchet up the exploitation. They set up bank accounts on 
behalf of the victims acting as an interpreter at the bank. The 
victims had bank accounts but they had no control over them.

If a victim did start to ask questions they will be threatened, 
physically intimidated, even with the prospect of being killed.  
What can be often be typical is to see a troublesome victim 
singled out for assault and particularly rough treatment to act 
a threat and a deterrent to others. 

How did you evidence the exploitation? 

Carl Chetwyn: Initially through enquiries with partners like 
DWP and HMRC, we found numerous people linked to the 
addresses we had uncovered and that these addresses were 
controlled by the organised crime group.  Covert surveillance 
showed how the operation worked and the way key suspects 
were working together to exploit victims. It became clear that 
everyday there could be more victims arriving so making 
the decision when to enforce versus waiting to collect more 
evidence was a challenge.  

Survivor: They took money from us for food, travel, 
accommodation. I said that’s not the deal. They said that’s 
the deal now.

Survivor: They beat me. I had black eyes. I was afraid and 
sometimes slept with a knife.
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What we were able to see was that there were people who were 
directly responsible for trafficking victims into the UK, for housing 
them, for getting them work, for setting up and controlling 
their finances, for setting up national insurance numbers, for 
controlling bank accounts and bank cards. The gang then used 
the earnings to fund their own lifestyles, paying for houses in the 
UK and abroad and for international travel.

Mike Wright: As we found more victims they consistently 
described the same thing. All described how they were recruited 
and how they were tricked into coming to the UK. There were 
similar stories about how they were moved around, how there 
was no food and how their wages were stolen from them.

But when we raided the homes of the traffickers we found a 
Bentley, designer clothes and a stack of credit cards, as well as 
evidence that showed they had control of 174 bank accounts.  
So when you find an offender it’s likely you’ll find multiple bank 
cards for multiple accounts for the people they control.

Banks records showed how the traffickers siphoned off the 
victims’ cash. Quite often the victims’ wages were paid in the 
morning and with the money being drawn out by offenders 
almost immediately or within just a few hours. Getting CCTV of 
gang members drawing out cash from multiple victim accounts 
all in one go was powerful evidence.

Rick Alton: The organised crime group we uncovered saw no 
borders so we started submitting and sharing intelligence with 
overseas partners as soon as we could. Through that we were 
able to get a better understanding of how the family and OCG 
network operated in Latvia.

We were exceptionally lucky to be put in touch with a team 
within Latvian State Police who specialise in human trafficking. 
They were very professional and acted as an extension to our 
own team. It allowed us to make contact with further victims and 
in turn locate and capture our key suspects. These additional 
victims also provided us further evidence in the case which 
supported the trial. 

At court the jury heard from several victims who were recruited, 
coerced, lied to and exploited by this gang over several years.  
We built a platform that gave the victims a voice and a chance 
to tell their story. They cared about the case and wanted to 
see justice. Faced by this overwhelming evidence nine of the 
defendants pleaded guilty.

How big a challenge is tackling labour 
exploitation and is it worth it?

Rick Alton: The form of exploitation centres around the 
organised crime group taking money from vulnerable people to 
fund their own lifestyles in the UK and in sending money abroad. 
There’s a mountain of evidence to be gathered and getting the 
investigation off the ground was challenging.

You’ve got to show the whole chain of events as far as how 
and why this can happen. So as well as getting the offenders 
into custody, you’ll also need to grind through the paperwork 
to critically analyse the evidence to be sure you can present a 
coherent case at court. It is hard.

But think about this. One last elderly victim we found was a man 
living in freezing cold hovel just yards from a mansion where the 
offenders lived in luxury. A hard bench to sleep on but with no 
electricity these were appalling conditions. The toilet facilities 
provided was just a hole in the ground in a nearby shed. 

What we found was that this victim also had a £40,000 BMW 
seven series registered in his name by the offenders. They 
were using him to hide their own assets while treating him as 
a commodity. They are not bothered about people. So when 
people ask is it right to investigate modern slavery, I say damn 
right it is.

Mike Wight: It’s absolutely the case that there are victims 
of modern slavery being recruited into in the UK right now.  
This risk versus the reward is worth offenders doing it. It’s 
financially viable. And there are plenty of people available who 
can be easily and readily tricked into a life where they become 
exploited.  We have to stop that.

Survivor: It’s important that they are stopped from hurting 
people, from controlling people and taking their money.

Watch BBC TV Panorama –  
“The Hunt for Britain’s Slave 
Gangs” on BBC I-Player and 
“Catching and Criminal” Series 
Two on You Tube and as featured 
on BBC TVs “The Fugitives”.
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February and March 2020 will see a second wave modern 
slavery workshops held across the country for police 
and crime commissioners and their teams. It follows an 
earlier series of workshops held in February and March 
2019 at which the Modern Slavery Police Transformation 
Programme launched the first edition of its’ national 
PCC Toolkit. The Modern Slavery PCC Toolkit provides 
guidance, ideas and case study examples on how PCCs 
are working to co-ordinate the local efforts of police and 
partners to tackle and prevent modern slavery. It can also 
be accessed and downloaded from the Knowledge Hub. 

Two major themes will lead in this second wave of events, 
firstly with a focus on the support provided to the victims of 
modern slavery and also on how PCCs can work with partners 
to maintain and grow the momentum of local modern slavery 
partnership initiatives. The need to continue to work to improve 
victim care and support was highlighted by the Independent 
Anti-Slavery Commissioner in her Strategic Plan published 

in October 2019. PCCs have an important role to play here 
in working with police forces and partners to understand 
and improve existing victim pathways and the local services 
available to support them, and in commissioning additional 
services.

Once again the workshops will be led by Robin Brierley who 
has played a leading role in tackling modern slavery through 
his continuing work with a number of regional anti-slavery 
partnerships. The events will be attended by PCCs, members 
of their local teams and by the regional modern slavery 
coordinators from the nine Regional and Organised Crime Units 
in England and Wales. The event provide PCCs with a great 
opportunity the share ideas, hear about best practice and also 
to consider solutions that can be supported and shared at a 
regional level.  An updated edition of the Toolkit will also be 
provided to include further information on NRM reform together 
with the latest information on the modern slavery initiatives 
being developed by police and crime commissioners. 

On the 6th February 2020 the Modern Slavery Police 
Transformation will hold its fourth and final partnership 
conference, this time focusing on how agencies are 
working together to support the survivors of modern 
slavery. 

The event, to be held in Birmingham, will explore how to 
improve partnership working to provide appropriate and 
effective support for survivors of modern slavery once they 
have been identified. It will also look at and explore the 
provision of long term support to prevent destitution, re-
traumatisation and re-trafficking. 

The conference is open to Police and Crime Commissioners, 
senior leaders and managers from policing and law 
enforcement agencies, local authorities, health, third sector 
organisations and especially those with responsibility for 
decision making and influencing change in your organisation. 
Front line workers who work with or may engage with potential 
victims of modern slavery or human trafficking are also invited 
to attend. 

For several years now, the UK government has been 
committed to improving the response to modern slavery and 
human trafficking. Through this work it is recognised that 
agencies involved in tackling modern slavery now have a 
greater understanding of the complexities of investigating this 
form of exploitation and of how to provide appropriate and 
effective support for the survivors. However that understanding 
is continually evolving as is the commitment to improving our 
collective response. 

This partnership event will provide an excellent opportunity 
to hear from those leading the way in survivor support 
across the UK, including Anti-Slavery Partnerships, Hope 
for Justice, Justice and Care and the Modern Slavery Police 
Transformation Programme. The event will cover 5 key themes: 

• Local victim care pathways 
• A survivor centred response 
• National Referral Mechanism reforms 
• Understanding the complexities of supporting survivors 
• Developing effective mechanisms to share best practice. 

Partnership conference - Working together to support  
survivors of modern slavery. 

PCC and partnerships update:
Victim support and maintaining partnerships will feature in PCC modern 
slavery workshops 

PCC modern slavery workshops – February and March 2020 – Dates & locations

February 2020: March 2020: 
5th Birmingham – West Midlands
19th Guilford – South East
20th Cambridge – Eastern
26th Nottingham – East Midlands
27th Leeds – Yorkshire and Humber

4th Middlesbrough – North East
5th Liverpool – North West
12th Taunton – South West
20th Cardiff – South Wales
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If you missed the 27th September 2019 
National Partnership Conference looking 
at how local partners can work together to 
protect children from exploitation, and in 
particular child criminal exploitation, you’ll 
pleased to know a conference report is 
available.

The report summarises the contributions from 
the expert panel of speakers who participated at 
the event.  Speakers included representatives 
of; The Children’s Commissioner for England, 
The Children’s Society, Barnardo’s, the Home 
Office, St Giles Trust, ECPAT, the Human 
Trafficking Foundation, the Crown Prosecution 
Service, PCCs and police forces.

Published by the OPCC for West Yorkshire 
and the Modern Slavery Police Transformation 
Programme, the conference report offers six 
recommendations for the delegates and for the 
range of government, public and third sector 
organisations they represent.  

The report “Working together to protect children 
from exploitation” is available on the Modern 
Slavery Police Transformation website. 

If you missed it – Working 
together to protecting 
children from exploitation 

Diary dates for 2020:

Modern Slavery Specialist Investigator training: 13-16 Jan - London (Met), 20-23 Jan – Rotherham,  
3-6 Feb – London (Met), 18-21 Feb – London (City), 24-26 Feb – Birmingham.

Modern Slavery Victim Liaison Officer training: 28/29 Jan – Northants
 
PCC modern slavery regional workshops: 5 Feb – Birmingham, 19 Feb – Guilford, 20 Feb – Cambridge,  
26 Feb – Nottingham, 27 Feb – Leeds, 4 Mar – Middleborough, 5 Mar – Liverpool, 12 Mar – Taunton, 20 Mar – Cardiff.

Modern Slavery National Partnership conference: 6 Feb – Birmingham.

National Modern Slavery CPD Conference: 13/14 Feb - College of Policing, Ryton

Modern Slavery National Intel analysts and researchers conference: 21 Feb – Birmingham

Project AIDANT also continues throughout 2020 with six intensifications planned. This is the series of MSHT intensifications 
which have been running since early 2017 and has acted as a catalyst for the wider modern slavery response. To date there 
have been over 770 arrests and over 1220 potential victims of trafficking identified during AIDANT activity and a number of 
these intensifications have fed into Europe-wide activity on this threat. The NCA Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Unit will 
coordinate the activity, circulate objectives for each phase in advance and collate activity returns from all participants within two 
weeks following each intensification phase.

Second national intel analyst  
and researcher conference – 
21st February 2020:

Detailed and clear intelligence work is crucial in successful 
MSHT investigations and prosecutions.

Birmingham is the venue for the second national conference for 
intelligence analysts and researchers focusing of modern slavery. 
The event targets law enforcement intel professionals and intel 
development officers currently focused on MSHT projects, who 
work across subject areas or who may come across MSHT on 
tactical or strategic work.

 The event will provide:
• An insight into tools available to gather financial intelligence;
• Information in relation to conducting international enquiries;
• An update on the new functionality being built in PND;
• Good practice for identifying and progressing modern slavery 

intelligence and investigations.

It’s a free event and is a “can’t miss” for members of the 
intelligence community who work on modern slavery and human 
trafficking investigations and projects.


